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ROCHESTER, NY
Named after two historic civil rights pioneers, Frederick Douglas and Susan B. Anthony, who called 
Rochester home, the arch-supported Freddie Sue Memorial bridge instantly became an iconic feature of 
the Rochester skyline. Symbolically, a bridge closes a gap and joins together, creating accessibility to new 
locations and creating connection amongst communities. At one hundred- and forty-meters of steel the 
Freddie Sue crosses the Genesee River, reflecting in it its triple arches while framing pedestrian walkways 
and downtown life. Steel chords hold the structure at tension, with its own gravity keeping it grounded 
and stable. Considered a “civil marvel”, the innovative design allowed this two-hinged arch to be 
constructed in stages while maintaining the 50,000-vehicle daily traffic. This dynamic 21st century design 
combines functionality with beauty, creating a timeless sight.

At night, the scene organically transitions from the steel and river’s cool blues and grays to warm ambers 
and striking strokes of light as downtown Rochester is reflected on the Genesee. The smooth metal 
surfaces bounce light on the bridge creating a soft and inviting glow while each steel chord transforms 
into a pillar of light radiating upwards towards the arched form. Each element subtly adds strength and 
resilience to its surrounding honoring and celebrating the essence of Rochester and her community.

Our design uses formal elements, material selection and composition to embody the Freddie Sue 
Memorial Bridge. A structured cape mimics the gentle curve of the structure. Metallic filaments in the 
fascinator, bodice, and waist band represent the cable suspension structure of the bridge. A mosaic of 
reflective pieces forms a tuxedo stripe along the pant legs evoking the structure’s serene reflection in the 
Genesee.
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Five Sixteen - Wallcovering

Mayer - Uphostery

Five Sixteen - Mirror

Muratto - Concrete Flex
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Five Sixteen - Lighting Cable
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